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Here and Trembling
"It is when from the innermost depths of our being we
need sound which mean(s) something--when we cry out for
an answer and it is not given us--it is then that we touch the
silence of God. We cry out ...the cry tears our very entrails.
All we get is silence. After having gone through that, some
begin to talk to themselves like madmen. The others, and
they are not numerous, give their whole heart to silence."
- Simone Weil, Gravity and Grace

Crouched between the neighbor's brick front porch and the adult-high hedge in front of
it, I press my cheek close enough for the porch wall to leave its textured imprint This is hideand-seek worn territory and my spot isn't terribly creative. I wonder why I haven't been found.
I hear voices from the steps next door, where goal is, where "IT' counts, where the troops gather
between rounds. I listen as conversation meanders its way around to piano lessons and
homework to finish and dinners beckoning from steam and mother-filled kitchens. I realize
that the game is winding down and they don't realize they haven't found me. I am stranded
between a shrub and a hard place. The rules dictate that one can't give up a hiding spot without
being spied. Pride prevents me from coughing or sneezing loudly, though I consider it. My
experience-tested understanding of hide-and-seek can't account for this unexpected breech of
ordinary play. What do you do when you haven't been found, worse yet, when they've stopped
looking? Do I hunch in this stubborn fetal position until some brother or sister or parent
realizes my absence at the dinner table? Am I supposed to emerge from the bushes, gracefully
giving myself up and watching my friends faces register surprise and then amusement at the
fact that I wasn't found? Do I run up and give "IT' a slamming kick in the shins for forgetting
about me? Hide-and- seek is all about hiding; the glory is in the cleverest concealment. But
there is no triumph in being overlooked, forgotten, left to stew in sweaty chilled dismay
between the bushes and the house.
*****

Doubt lurks beneath my bed and gives the covers a tug now and then, nothing serious.
(All good Christians have doubts.) Years ofBiblestoriesconventionscatechism have made the
bed up nice and neat; no wayward blankets or slippery pillow sheets dangle close enough to the
floor for doubt to grasp a fistful. But then one night ..
God slips out like a lover gone before morning.
(Not even a note on the pillow.)
Waking up to an indentation in the sheets is so much lonelier than a body's warmth.
And for breakfast what is there but bread and wine.
Choking or swallowing back tears sounds the same
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and pastors parents
teachers students
all smile kindly and say '"Hushhhh. Take, eat.. Remember? You believe."
*****

And so journeys begin, with something lost or something missing or someone taking
one step two steps forward back, hoping for an intersection between inconstancies: time,
space, and longing. For everything once again to fall into place. Mine has resembled any
other's I suppose, a journey equal parts sacred and profane. It is full of retrospect. When did I
really believe that? Who told me to? Did it ever feel true? And worst, in a whisper, 'Did I
drive God from beside me with all my nighttime thrashing, such wild and dubious dreams?"
And then, of course, how long do I have to keep waiting for the thing I'm not supposed to be
able to live without? And if I die in my sleep, or in an accident, before the sheepskin comes
back wet, before I can believe again? What then?
There seem to be many folks with answers, though. "'You are confronting the Problem
of Evil," says a particularly learned person. And to me it sounds much like the problem of
finding a ride home from school on a rainy day or the problem of an overdrawn bank account.
Can he possibly be talking about the Holocaust, about love lost and never found back, about
plane crashes and broken families? I learn that there are things called Theodicies, and then
the Problem is Solved. Or otherwise, there's the Power of Prayer. How can I explain the
frustration in praying to silence, ""Reveal yourself to me!" And no answer. (Grace comes
grinding to a halt at the sight of me in its path.) Don't bother, I tell it.
Somehow, over time and books and conversations (and stabs at kneeling in dark corners
and leafy places), anger softens into sadness. I keep checking the sheep skin, but it's always
fluffy. Still, things happen. On a particularly long leg of this journey, I meet up with a woman
riding a bicycle with a basket on the front, and we talk about politics and gardening and the
weather, Annie Dillard, and being lost.. Then when I reach the end of that road she has left,
and I find myself in Emmaus, of all places, wondering, ""Was that God?"
Sleeping again, tucked under blankets up to my chin, I dream about the things I must
have done to drive God mad enough to walk out on me. And all the reasons in the world that I
might be glad. I tick off horrors, they scroll by like the nightly news and with Ivan K, I return
the ticket. But as soon as I am sure, as I roll over, stir, and settle in again, I am awoken. Awoken
feeling wetness on my cheek, God's catlike tongue, roughly licking the fleshy edges of the
wound that rends the world.
* *** *

They've all gone in for dinner and here I sit. Why do I do what I do next? Standing up
and plowing through the bushes, I am in the neighbor's front yard with twigs in my hair,
squinching up my eyes and I am counting at the top of my lungs: One, Two, Three, Four, Five,
Six, Seven, Eight, Nine, Ten. And pausing for the breath left, what it will take for the universe
at dinner to hear: ""READY OR NOT HERE I COME!" I stop and listen. And oh, silence-Hushhhh. =
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Man and Woman Fall

8

Mixed niedia

It was 1979
We were all together
young, our gait unrusted
Mother said we were special children
mostly with her eyes
wrinkles outside sparkles
She never taught us
it was proper
for children to be quiet
but we were
just thinking about her
outside in the grass my legs
knotted 12 blades
between my fingers
one between my lips
thinking of her
and chewing grass
wondering if every boy felt
helpless when he crossed through
his front gate on his way home.

One Snow
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®nee Upon A Time...
Eight Calvin Women Speak
Public discourse about gender on this campus is often either
politicized, or negative. Rarely does it get at the people behind
the words. This roundtable is an attempt to give voices to the
many experiences that have constructive things to bring this
community. They are by no means universally representative.
But they do begin a conversation. Here are eight stories.

'There is an improvised quality to women's lives, as each woman tries to piece
together a pattern that will be, she hopes, stable without being confining, varied
without being confining."
- Barbara Ehrenreich
"Ifseemed that for women ofall races and classes, education had separated what
wl studied from how we lived. It had broken the link between mind and emotion,
between what we learned intellectually and what we experienced as women."
- Gloria Steinem

Dialogue: If you had to choose one word or one image
that could stand for your experience at Calvin what
would it be?
Happy: For me it was combat boots. I remember being
a freshman and I was the only female wearing combat
boots. At that stage that kinda represented how I was
feeling. I came here as a ve1y rebellious, ve1y
opinionated female. I mean, I wasn't into the
discussions, but I know I have ve1y strong female
opinions and combat boots made me feel like, "Yeah,
I'm in control. I wear the pants around here!" (laughter)
I'm subdued right now. I'm weming my art apron.
(more laughter).
Doc: That opens up so many interesting questions,
Happy, if you're saying that you're going from combat
boots to aprons. What does Calvin have to do with that,
or your growing up, or your family relationships or...
Happy: I think a little bit of both: a little bit of growing
up. I'm not as rebellious as I used to be. Also, I think for
the past three years I was part of a relationship and that
really defined a lot of what I had to become or what I
should become; although, right now I'm fighting it.
Here's Happy: first year, ve1y independent, very
rebellious. I thought of myself as a strong female,
knowing what I wanted. I eventually got into a
relationship, and I think I lost myself a little bit. This
year, I see myself trying to regain some of the
independence, regain some of my self-confidence. The
past two or three years, I've let go of a lot of what I stood
for or what I used to believe in.

I grew up with all females. My dad died when
we were in Egypt when I was seven years old. The
church decided to call the whole family back home
after my dad died. My mom decided she wanted to stay
because they had a dream. The Korean Presbyterian
Church told her, "Well, if you are a female you really
can't do that." S_o, she resigned. She continues to stay in
Egypt and she gets support from different churches. So,
I come from a history of very strong female figures. I've
grown up trained to not rely on men, not rely on the
Korean culture because it's very male dominant.
Compared to an ordinary Korean, I think I'm a very
headstrong Korean female. Somewhere down the line,
I think I lost some of that. I was all claws, and now they
are filed down. Hopefully, I'm a nicely manicured
female. (laughter) I was brought up to be a good
Christian female, but also, to be strong, know what
you're doing, don't let things get in the way, especially
males. You know? Don't let men decide what you
should be or should not be. On the other hand, my mom
is also very Korean. She would emphasize that you have
to be a loving wife, a kind, gentle female. You should
always fold your legs together, you can't just sprawl out
and sit. You have to serve your man and all that. I grew
up with two very different values, which is confusing
for me.
Sleepy: That's interesting because as I was listening, I
could see some similarities with how I grew up, as far
as the female role was in the household. My mom's
been ve1y vocal about her abilities, and what she's
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Looking at
Calvin, I really
admire some of
thewomen
who are here
and long to have
conversations
withthem-howdoyou
make decisions,
andwhendo
you just
go for it
and not worry
if this is going
tobea
closed door?

capable of She's headstrong, she's stubborn and she can do it I think the
majority of it is that she's a woman of principle. But when it comes down to
it, Dad is the one who is the strong, silent type. He is stronger emotionally
and physically So, I think she emphasizes that she's very capable, but yet,
she chooses not to be. She still emphasizes, "I will do these things for my
husband out oflove, not because I have to, but because I love him."
Grumpy: Do you feel that Calvin reinforces that double standard in any
way? I came here more like, 'Tm a feminist, I'm this, I'm that" It was clear
to me that I was going to have to keep my lines fairly well drawn because I
would otherwise get sucked into this marriage culture. (laughter all
around) I feel like I've softened in my ideas, not in my resolution, but in my
definition of feminism or womanhood that works much better than really
political or severely drawn lines. I'm trying to get a handle on what kind of
rules or guidelines Calvin gives us along those lines.
Bashful: I've just been going through this because I'm trying to go to
graduate school next year. I've talked with a friend of mine, and we were
joking about the whole career/family thing. We were like, "Okay, maybe
during our dissertational year, we can get pregnant, have our kids ...
(laughter all around) Looking at Calvin, I really admire some of the women
who are here and I long to have conversations with them--how do you make
decisions, and when do you just go for it and not worry if this is going to be a
closed door. Then there's also this culture, which is supported by genuine
Christian principles, ways in which you're loving and need to think about
family I have friends who say, "You shouldn't work at all," or even, "Why do
you want to get a PhD.? If you ever have kids, you won't be able to use it"
I've also dealt with people who say, "Don't worry about anyone but
yourself" One of the most striking things I learned in a sociology class that
really concerned me is this: not only do women decide not to go on to
higher levels because of actual circumstances of marriage or children, but
they make some of those decisions in anticipation that they are going to
have three kids, so maybe a Ph.D. isn't a good thing, or maybe a career in
politics isn't compatible with that I don't know where that takes us, but ..
Sneezy: I think we're in a difficult position as women right now: We want
to follow our academic pursuits, but we also want to know how that fits in if
we want to have families. Now, at Calvin, I've felt most of my tension was,
"Okay, yeah, you can do whatever you want, you go, you get your education,
and you pursue your dreams." But then I look around and I say, "I have one
female professor." So, don't tell me I can do everything when I don't see
people of my gender telling me I can do these things. I think another
tension came from the general expectation of the other students at Calvin.
A lot of the women I just did not click with. Because of that, my claws came
out and I was like, 'Tm going to take this campus by storm and they're going
to know that I was here." When I became an RA, I had to find a way to
change what I believe are some of the institutional barriers towards
women here. I mean, we sit here in the Jellema room and you look around,
do you see any women pictured in this room? No, it's difficult to find female
philosophers involved in the department. I'm trying to work within the
system, as an employee of the college, to pursue and encourage the women
who are here, saying, "Don't overcompensate by pulling your claws out and
scratching everyone around you, but hy to find a way not to become the
housecat."
Sleepy: It's interesting what you said about other women. I'm much more
assertive and vocal than a lot of the girls on my floor were, and hying to get
into discussions with them was like pulling teeth. I had heard before that

some women just come to find their MRS., and I had a
few friends who were here for that reason. I guess
sometimes it's different priorities, but it's interesting
how even with other women sometimes you don't click
Sneezy: Yeah, and that's disturbing. As a resident
director, I was constantly intimidating the women
residents in my hall. I had no problem with the men
residents in my hall, discipline-wise; I could function
really well. But with the women, I frequently had to
make the extra effort on the floor to speak more softly,
to ...
Grumpy: ...carry a smaller stick!
Sneezy: Yeah! And that's disheartening when you don't
mean to be that way
Dopey: When I first came here I was in shock because
for one thing, I'm Asian so people would always ask,
"So, are you adopted?"
Happy: I got that tool
Dopey: That was a major barrier. I was like, "No, is that
a common thing here?" Also, I had a hard time relating
to some of the females on my floor. I was lot more like
Happy, with my combat boots. And my roommate and I
would talk about what we wanted to do after college
and I was like, "I want to go to Law School, get my Ph.

of the feminist group or you write horrible things on
their signs, and nobody ever asks each other, "What was
your mom like?" or, "How did you grow up in the
church?"
Sleepy: I'm not really used to this left wing right wing
thing. I'm from Canada and it seems like a lot more
things are black and white here sometimes. Where I
come from, there's more grey area in between. I think I
came to Calvin with that attitude, saying, "Okay, you can
hold your black and white opinions, but I might not see
it that clearly"
Sneezy: I think often times women are our own worst
enemies. There's so much competition and I strive on
this campus to have my attitude be one of unity
Because sometimes when we're fighting so hard for
what we think, we don't see that if we fight together it
works a lot better. But sometimes its hard to admit,
"Hey, I need to talk to you."
Happy: I feel that more now, trying to find fellowship
between females, because I grew up a tomboy I had
mostly male friends. It's only recently that I'm learning
to talk to females and I'm realizing, "Wow, there are
chicks out there I can really talk to!" (laughter) I refer to
females as chicks, I don't know why ( more laughter)

I'm beginning to find it's edifying to know
that there are women you can talk to.
D., I want to run the world...." I realized that people
were looking at me thinking, "What a strange bird you
are!" I think some people found me offensive because I
felt like I had to cany the burden ofmy gender around.
But then I realized that I wanted to work in a quieter,
subtler, more personal way, in my relationships.
Grumpy: It's pretty interesting that everybody has felt
like a misfit. .. (lots oflaughter) I've had a similar
experience. I came here with a huge chip on my
shoulder. Calvin was my last choice. I felt like I
couldn't find anybody who was talking about things
that I felt burdened or challenged by; that wasn't even
part of the conversation. I fell into a similar trap as
Dopey, feeling like I had to be really aggressive so that
people would know I wasn't like that and that and that.
Since then I've come to the realization that you can be
resolved and still be .. . nice? And since I've realized
that, I've found a lot more people who--even if we can't
agree unilaterally--we can talk It's just that litmus tests
don't work for seeing whether people are thinking
about similar things as you are. That goes on a lot at
Calvin--you're either right wing or left wing, you're part

Sneezy: As long as you do it! (riotous laughter)
Snow White: I also have had mostly male friends
throughout high school and even now, and I think it's
partially because I'm intimidated by women. It seems
to be competitive, and I almost feel too insecure myself,
I feel like maybe I'm being judged. But I came to
college sincerely looking for female friends because I
do feel there is a great value in that. I just transferred
here, and even there, not so long ago, I was seeing
myself with mostly male friends. But here I'm
beginning to find it's edifying to know that there are
women you can talk to.
Happy: I think I used to be scared of women, because I
was so macho about being female. (laughter) I feel like
you forget what it really means to be a female, you want
to be like a guy, you know? Right now I'm interested in
bringing out the "female," and working with that, too. I
have to discover what it means to be feminine, what it
means to be kind, compassionate, loving, sensitive, all
those things ...
Sleepy: Part of it comes down to values. Traditionally,
some of the male characteristics have been assertive

People have different strengths; "female characteristics"
don't only happen in women and they don't always happen
to women best. Drawing on whatever is you is most important.
and aggressive and I think traditionally feminine
things have been seen as weaker. I think women have
resented being told that we can't be both if we want to,
darn it! (laughter) So we try it to prove it, that we can be
aggressive and confident, even though we've been told
we aren't or we can't. But then on the other hand, we
value the things that are traditionally female. I'm
agreeing with what Happy said I guess, the fact that we
can be just as compassionate while we're being
assertive. And sometimes you get to the point where
there is middle ground, you're willing to accept both
sides of yourself, and show different sides at different
times.
Grumpy: And people have different strengths; "female
characteristics" don't only happen in women and they
don't even always happen to women best. It seems like
drawing on whatever is you is most impmiant.
Sleepy: Yeah, I struggled for the longest time when I
started dating my fiancee. He was more sensitive and
more compassionate than I was (laughter of assent) and
I was more aggressive than he was ... I'm thinking,
"Shoot, I'm supposed to be doing that, he's supposed to
be doing this!" But you've just got different strengths,
and you have to work that out between the two of you ...
Happy: It's hard because as soon as you start getting too
opinionated you start to build a wall- there's no
communication, no dialogue. I think that's what
happens in our culture, too. We stop talking and we start
building walls. I think that's why I say I'm more
subdued now. I'm ready to listen.
Snow White: I'm ready to relate at a more personal
level, too. I've always felt strongly about women being
assertive in their positions, but I've never gotten into
the political thing. I came to Calvin with that mindset.
I just wanted to relate to people again, to find women
friends who understood where I was coming from and
to exe1i that influence within the scope of my peers and
my classes. I haven't been here long enough to form a
solid opinion of what I can do...
Bashful: When did you come here, last semester?
Snow White: No, just this interim, really.
Sleepy: Welcome. (everyone smiles and nods)
Dialogue: What about the idea of Calvin as a college?
What have you experienced in the classroom, as far as
academics, or female professors or reading women
writers?
Doc: I have my own opinions as a professor about

women students, but I'm very curious to hear your
comments about being on the other side of the desk.
Bashful: I'm in social work, which is a female
dominated department, and so having females teaching
me was a common experience. But I also had this
interest in philosophy, a very male dominated field. I
remember being in a class and saying something and a
male student said something like, "That doesn't really
follow." He made me seem really, well, dumb, let's just
put it that way. I didn't feel that in social work. I felt
very competent. And I don't know that I want to make
specific connections within that, but I do remember
those two things happening.
Sneezy: There are still people on this campus who I
think are working with stereotypes of women. But we
can't therefore have stereotypes of the men.
Happy: I was quite f01iunate. I had a professor who
was a feisty, gung-ho female professor. She pushed me
to figure out what it meant to be Asian, to be a female,
Sneezy: I get discouraged by the fact that there are
women who come to this campus feeling like they have
to be either a social worker or a teacher and by the fact
that eve1y female engineering student that I had as an
RD. dropped out by their second semester.
(disbelieving noise)
Grumpy: In philosophy too, I'd thought about dropping
my major. I was conscious of thinking very differently
from "if, then, therefore," and so it wasn't serious
enough. I feel as if I've encountered different opinions
now and different readings that have made it clear to
me that there is not only one way to do philosophy. It's
not one person's way or even one tradition. There are
other ways to think that are empowering and more
individualized, but it's hard to find suppmi for that
here.
Dopey: I had an experience in a class where one-third
of the readings were by women. There were three
females and fifteen males in the class. When we
studied Kant, the class was so intense. When we got to
the third paii of the class, which was on feminist theory,
the class was much less engaged. Especially my
partner. When we did our first seminar on a male
philosopher, he wanted to spend a full day preparing
our questions. The next one we had to do was by a
woman, on the ethics of caring, and I walked into our
meeting, and he was like, "Well, let's just spend ten
minutes on this. It's just caring, feeling, whatever." It

was frustrating that that was his attitude.
Sleepy: My experience in the social work program is
that it's not highly intellectual. And I think that's the
nature of it. But I also think that it's frustrating to be a
woman who wants to be intellectual, to be in a program
where it's not stressed at all. I mean we, as women in
the program, don't expect very much as far as intellect
goes, as far as struggling with ethical dilemmas and
putting things to the test. It's not taken very seriously.
Even we ourselves don't take each other very seriously,
and that's frustrating. Being in a female dominated
profession or major, this could be the greatest support
group that we could ever have--sending each other out
with encouragement. Let's go to this, let's make this
more.
Snow White: In my interim class we were going to
discuss how Dostoyevsky views women, and
conversation was deadl I didn't understand. I had
things to say. I wasn't as assertive as I probably should
have been because I'm intimidated in class. There
were more men than women in the class. It was very
frustrating to me. "Why don't you want to talk about
this? This is an important issue, this is relevant, this is
something we should all pay attention tol" And they
didn't seem to think it was impmiant at all, so I ended
up writing in my journal about it. (laughter)
Sneezy: When I was a hiking guide in Colorado, I was
the first female hiking guide they'd had in ten years. I
learned that I had to find ways to make things
important for the men. When I would hike with them,
they could pound up to the top of the mountain faster
than I could. But they needed to know it's also
important what people see on the way. They don't
know anything about flora/fauna? Well, that's half the
reason we were there. I found the same thing when I
was in my classes. It's hard to be assertive and to do it in
a way where they're not going to look at you and go,
"Oooh, what a femi-nazil" (lots oflaughter) To try and
find non-confrontational ways to say, "This is
important."
Doc: Some of the questions you've raised are very
difficult ones, and not handled well in secular
institutions that are highly politicized in terms of
gender studies. It's this whole question of ways of
thinking, rigor, what defines intellectual rigor, whether
or not there are male ways of thinking or female ways of
thinking, and is that a legitimate distinction to make. As

Christians, we have a different way oflooking at values:
we don't genderize values. But these are issues that we
can easily fall into--well, girls just think personally, so
they are going to personally relate to Kant, and males
just think linearly. And I don't know that we really
want to--I don't want to, anyway--fall that easily into
pigeon holes.
Grumpy: Right, me neither.
Doc: Here's my frustration with my female students-(long dramatic sigh), "If you don't nurture me, I just can't
really learn." I mean, that kind of response. I'm going,
"Excuse me, are we in college? Are you going to make
this kind of comment to a male professor? Are you
going to come into my office and whine at me because
I'm insufficiently nurturing, because I didn't write a
happy face at the end of your essay?" Now, I'm
exaggerating, but I do get that kind of response from
female students. It bothers me very much. This, "Well,
I only learn when I'm nurtured. You're not sufficiently
soft. You're not sufficiently nurturing. You're not mom."
I now have a standard speech I give. I say, 'Tm not
going to put your work up on my refrigerator, just
because you wrote it. I'm not your academic momm)l,''
Now, maybe that's wrong. You can critique me here, you
can say, "Oh, you just bought into the male model of
professorship." It happens with male students, too, but
it happens more frequently with female students who
are offended at being pushed, who are offended at
having their writing critiqued, who feel like, "I used to
be a good writer, but you ruined me." I've had people
say this: "Well, I write better if you compliment my
paper." I say, "Well, if it's not an 'F', it's a compliment."
(laughter) So, have I just capitulated to a male model of
teaching? Are there male and female models of
teaching? Is that the best way to talk about it? Maybe
it's one useful way.
On the other hand, in depaiiment meetings I
do talk quite a bit about the role of nurturing and
needing to be less confrontational. We need to be more
open to other ways of learning that aren't necessarily
male or female. I have male students who work much
better in a small group, and female students who hate
working in small groups. It's good for everybody to try
to learn to do that occasionally. So, those are some of my
frustrations with female students, in terms of their
expectations.
And this goes back to the question about vigor.

It's this whole question of thinking, what defines intellectual
rigor, whether or not there are male or female ways of
thinking, and is that a legitimate distinction to make.

Whenl
wasa
freshman
I had a
little
maternal
feeling
towards my
female
professors,
too,
probably
because you
tend to
cling a little.
You think,
'Wow!
Female
Professor!"

What exactly defines vigor? Is vigor a
gender concept, or is it a value-based
concept? Some of the most vigorous
papers I get are not written in the
standard academic style. I can get very
vigorous thinking from that kind of
writing, as vigorous as from a logical
conclusion paper, but I can also get
sloppy work on those kinds of papers.
You have to press for the vigor in papers
that are in a different genre, but they are
certainly still academic, rigorous,
thoughtful, intellectual.
Snow White: Have you talked to female
professors in other colleges who have
experienced your reaction? Is this a
common phenomena?
Doc: Yeah. In fact it's common enough
that it's getting written up now in
academic journals. A couple of articles
that I've read are written by women
professors that teach in women's studies
programs, who are increasingly appalled
by the low level of intellectual vigor in
those depaiiments. These are female
professors and they rep01i attitudes and
long conversations with very articulate
women which end with, "I don't have a
voice." Because those professors are now
tenured, younger women accuse them of
simply having sold out to the power
game.
I don't know if you should feel
like you have to take the whole burden of
female students. At least, I don't take the
whole burden of women faculty on my
shoulders. Sometimes I'm female
faculty, sometimes I'm English faculty,
sometimes I'm a third-year faculty,
sometimes I'm a married faculty,
sometimes I'm a married faculty without
children. I've got lots of hats, lots of
circles that I move in.
Sneezy: Some of the most valuable
conversations that I've ever had about
the way women are perceived on this
campus have been with male students,
in small groups at "Fridays" for coffee,
where they don't feel threatened by my
being female. One of the topics that
comes up is, "How do you view female
professors?" When I was a freshman
female I had a little maternal feeling
towards my female professors, too,

probably because you cling a little bit.
You think, "Wow! Female Professor!"
(laughter)
Doc: "She looks like my high school
teacher!" (more laughter)
Happy: I was wondering what male
students think about having a female
professor up there. Sometimes when the
male professor is angry, he's angry, but
when the female professor is angry, she's
just bitchy. You know what I mean?
Doc: Of course I'm not the best person to
ask, because professors have a
notoriously bad read on that. They all
think their students love them. But I do
have some freshman male students who
obviously have trouble. For instance,
they'll always call me Mrs. rather than
Professor. And I doubt that they call
anyone else "Mr." But that's also only
with freshmen. They learn pretty fast.
(laughter) Also, my male colleagues in
the English department rarely get a
sense that people resent them because of
their standards. But I do get that at first,
especially with freshmen.
Sneezy: That was a struggle as an RD .
It's really easy to look at your RD. as a
maternal figure, because they're
"supposed to take care of you." I have
had parents call and say, "I want you to
tell my son to break up with his
girlfriend." (incredulous laughter) There
are ways you have to get over some of
that maternal stuff I found myself
overcompensating and thinking, 'Tm
just gonna walk down the hall and ...."
Grumpy: 'Tm gonna be Dad home from
work" (laughter)
Sneezy: Exactly. You come to see me for
discipline, and I'm not gonna be smiling.
But then I came back to the middle a bit
more.
Sleepy: Part of that is just college
expectations as a whole. I think
eve1ybody, first semester, is blown out of
the water. Male professors, they might
not feel resentment, but I have a feeling
that ... it's there. (laughter) And for me
personally, I think male and female
professors have intimidated me equally.
(laughter)
Grumpy: I've felt in my own education
that I want that nurturing sense. I want

to be sure that what I bring to this is important, that
what I am thinking about it and the emotions that I take
away from it are all important. But I also want you to
tell me, "That sentence is terrible," and, "If that's what
you're hying to say, you don't want to say it that way."
And I want to be told, "Well, go further with that." I feel
like as women, we're stuck Either we don't get the
support, the academic nmiuring, or we don't get
pushed. You know?
Doc: I don't know if this is a gender thing. Because like
Sleepy's situation, my husband is a lot more
compassionate, has more nurturing aspects that I do. I
resonate both ways here. I tend to teach with a pushing
approach, but I do realize--because my husband's one of
them--that some students simply must have an
emotional connection in order to learn. My husband is
in a Ph.D. program, and unless he feels he has a
connection with his professor, he just grumbles all
semester.
Happy: I have this professor and he wants you to learn,
wants you to get it. But he wants you to do it on your
own. He doesn't want to have to spoon-feed you. I know

and I can't say that it's a female thing, because, for
example, one of the men that trained me to be a
hikemasterwas perhaps one of the most intuitive
people that I know:
I think the reason my mother is a minister
moves beyond a lot of the typical arguments they
present here for why women shouldn't be ministers.
My mother is ve1y intuitive, and she's been able to
really spiritually connect with people. I've not seen
that in my father. My father's a minister, too. He
connects with different things, in other ways, but it can
be stifling without the intuitive aspect. There are
things about my spirituality that have been really
difficult at Calvin. I've been driving down the road to
my graduate class and someone comes to my mind and
I know I'm supposed to pray for them. So I come home
and I call because I know that I need to. That's the
Spirit to me. And I find out that that was a crucial time
in that persons's life; they needed someone to be
praying for them. That's difficult for people to accept
sometimes, especially in an academic setting.
Doc: Coming here to Calvin, I think it's really not true

There is sometimes a sense of competitive categories,
either you can be intellectual or you can be pious,
and I don't see why we can't, shouldn't, be both.
there's a part of him that's very caring, ve1y loving, but
there's a way a professor can show that without making
you feel stupid. So they can nurture without saying,
"Oh, come here, honey. I'll give you your milk and
cookies." (laughter)
Grumpy: Can we talk about the idea of spirituality?
Especially along the lines of intuition. How does that
play into ideas of God? What about the fact that Dopey
and I have had conversations with female friends about
how our spirituality is constricted or stagnated when
we don't feel like there is a personal God? What does a
personal God have to do with being a woman or being
spiritual? How does the patiiarchy of the church or the
nature of God that we've been told is true factor into
that? I just have all these question!
Sneezy: I've had a lot of conversations about this. I'm
very selective about when and where on this campus I
say that my mother's a minister. And it depends. Do I
feel like fighting today? It's funny that you brought up
the word intuitive; for me that's a very poweiful word.
For my mother and I, there's a public and there's a
personal. There's a personal part of God, our intuition,

that Reformed Theology is just intellectual to the
exclusion of anything else. That's not the heritage. The
Puritans had a great deal of affective piety, a lot of talk
about what it meant to love the Lord. One thing that
most distresses me at the faculty level is the lack of
conversation about our piety. In other words, ifl were
to say, "Sigh, I just really love the Lord, don't you?"
(makes weird disbelieving face, laughter) In the faculty
there is sometimes a sense of competitive categories-either you can be intellectual or you can be pious--and I
don't see why we can't, shouldn't, be both. I like to talk
about loving the Lord. I like to say, "We haven't really
considered what the scriptures say about this." We
want to talk about the integration of faith and learning,
but we don't want to talk about praying and loving the
Lord. Now, the Lord has a way of bringing us back to
reality. In our department, our chair has been
diagnosed with cancer. Things like that have a way of
bringing everybody back to some basic realities about
life and God and our relationships. I'm sorry it takes
that sometimes. But when that happens, I've
appreciated a deep reservoir of spirituality among the

I kept latching on to different things, liberation
theology, all different things. I think I lost the relationship
between me and God in all that. It's like, if I read all
these books to relate to you, I'm not really relating to you.
faculty. Ifs not terribly overt, but when a crisis comes, it
is there. I'd like to see it a little more overt, but on the
other hand I think that there is a tradition assuming
that talking about it too much cheapens it. And that's
not altogether wrong either. So there's something to
appreciate in this tradition of reticence. But to talk
more openly about our spirituality I think would be a
good thing, too.
Snow White: I've talked to several first-year women
students who are frustrated that people don't feel the
need to question what they're brought up with. I've
talked to older students, too, and it seems to change over
a peiiod of time.
Sneezy: In the residence halls, I see two divisions when
it comes to spirituality, and it's an unfortunate division, I
think There's a group who have their late-night
devotion, Wednesday night hymnsings, Bible studies,
and that group tends to be in some ways the group that
doesn't question. I think in some respects that's okay.
Other students who are struggling early on with
questions look at that group and say, 'That's not where I
want to find it." Calvin doesn't offer another way to find
it. As an RD., all I did was say, "Lefs have a women's
Bible study group where we talk about women in the
Bible," and twenty-five women in my resident hall
signed up to discuss that. They happened to be of that
group that was not involved in these other things. So, I
think we don't do that well. For one, we don't have a
spiritual center for this campus. Our chapel does not
serve that function. Our chapel serves only a segment
of our population.
Bashful: I haven't really thought about this issue in
terms of being a woman, but I wish there were more
ways for students to look at spirituality. I am ve1y much
concerned for that group of students that just doesn't fit
into the Young Life mode. There are a lot of students
who don't fit into that; I wonder if they feel spiritually
intimidated. I come from a kind of fundamentalist
background with a Black Baptist twist, and I came to
Calvin, but I went to Christian Reformed schools, so-wild!
Sneezy: You're a mutt! (laughter)
Bashful: Yeah, and I still feel that way. I kept latching
on to different things: liberation theology, relational
theology, all different things. I think I got lost in all that,
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lost touch with the relationship, the relationship
between me and God. It's like, ifI read all these books
to tiy to relate to you, I'm not really relating to you.
Dopey: I feel like Calvin is a very nurtming community
here; they do try to have support groups and talk about
certain concerns. But I have a lot of questions and I'm
struggling; I'm getting ... somewhere, maybe just not on
the same path, and it's not quite as clear to me as it is to
some people I nm into here. I struggle with being
Asian, with being a woman, and I feel like each of these
things are taken care of in its own depaiiment--like
what Susan said about weaiing different hats. But at
the same time, you just want to be somewhere where
you can wear them all and have them mesh more
holistically--integrate all these different facets. My first
two years, I was like, 'Tm gonna figure out this gender
thing, once and for all and forever." And that's one year.
And then I'm gonna figure out this multicultural thing.
Now I'm thinking about spirituality. Sometimes I just
laugh at myself What do I do, graduate from here and
then staii all over again? I feel like that is a problem at
Calvin. I've sat through so many committee meetings,
being the international representative for this, or the
minmity, the woman, blah, blah, blah, and I feel like,
'Tm all those things, and I can't just relate as one."
Happy: It basically seems like, "Know yourself." Some
philosopher said that, "Know thyself," and I think that's
what college is about: taking all those different hats and
thinking about it, chewing on it, spitting it back up,
trying to dissect, "Yeah, what am I?" And I think with
all those different hats you wear, you take a little bit
with you here, you lose some there. It's just getting to
know yourself
Sneezy: Part of it is spitting things out and taking things
back in, and the way we interact with men and women
defines who we are as women. Somehow that affects
who we are as women with men.
Grumpy: And who we are as women with nature, and
women with God, and all that stuff. (long pause, lots of
smiling) This seems like sort of an ending... (laughter)
Sneezy: I've really valued this conversation!
(affirmative noise)
Happy: Let's all go out for coffee now! Get rid of this
tapedeck! (laughter) oo
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Some Fair, Some Foul
I've had all the breaks. I always do okay in
school. Well, my brother is the real brain of the family,
but I'm more athletic. That's my family niche: raw
athletic talent That's always been the case, from little
league baseball to high school soccer. But there are
other goodies besides athletic talent, of course. My
grandfather made a lot of money and gave all of it to his
kids. My dad took it and worked just as hard. I've never
felt the squeeze of the dollar. I grew up in the leafy suburbs, have had big family
Christmases since I was little, never had to pay for a car ... well, you get the picture.
Life's been good to me. The odd thing is, its all so far removed from any sense of
deserving. When Jesus tells the story, some get ten bucks, some five, some one. I got
around eight

I'm, sittin' out at shortstop under a sky so clear I could drink it. Life's good.
I've got 111,y oversized mitt on, my Toughs kins are new and stiff, niy blue and red hat
tells people I'm from the undefeated Termites. The red brim shields my eyes from the
bright sun. It's good to be shortstop. They don't give shortstop to anybody, you know.
Mmm . .. what's this? Out of the dugout comes this little kid. Well, I'm a little kid,
too. But this kid is really little. He's dragging a bat halfas big as he is behind him in
the dusty gravel, head bowed low as if the world weighed him down. A parent is
smiling and cheering behind the fence,fingers looped through the aluminum links
like a prisoner held back from a loved one. Her smile is a hug; her cheers say, "I
believe in you." She's the only one. His teammates cheer too, because its the right
thing to do and someone told them to. The batter on deck can't contain his energy; he
wants to leap over his teammate's small frame and do the job himself The little one
keeps dragging his body to the plate like a sinner off to do penance. When he gets
there he chokes up so far on the bat I'm sure he'll hit himselfin the stomach. The
coach lofts in three perfect chances all missed by three woos hes of the bat. The little
one drags himselfand his bat to the dugout in the same way he had come out. The
game continues; when the next batter rifles a grounder straight to me I scoop it up
and rocket it to the first-baseman before he's even halfway there.
We all have little snippets in our lives that stand out like freeze frame pictures:
moments, words, or things seen that are lost to everyone in the world except ourselves.
Those events told us something, they taught us something that could only make sense
to us, and only at that time. I remember one of these really well. There was this '"low
income" woman in front of me at Meijers. She had a shopping cart filled with--count
them--eight loaves of Wonder Bread and ten packs of Spartan baloney. Spartan is right
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It wasnl hard to see what her three or four hungry mouths would be getting for the
next week. Hungry mouths that needed anything but Wonder Bread and baloney.
Mouths underfed and undernourished, dragging them down at school, benching them
at practice. No one on earth remembers that moment but me. She moved on and I
moved up to buy my deodorant so I could rush to McDonald's for lunch. I didn't have
time for a good meal.
Poing! went the sound of the aluniinwn bat. The shock startled me as much as
the little one. Low and behold, a wobbly grounder was heading my way. He was
running to the base; I was lowering my mitt for the scoop. Then I got stuck. My brain
froze. Everything was in this slow-motion weirdness. I could sense his team out of
their seats. Mother was screaming "GO! GO! GO!" The ball rolled into my mitt and
my hand curled around the ball. My eyes zeroed in on the firstbaseman. Then I saw my team on the bench. They were
sitting there nonchalantly. They knew I could do
it. Would I? My brain was screaming
something in the distance even as my
automated muscles drew back for the throw.
"Let him make it." My body wanted to hear
what my brain was saying ... but it was too
_,, ..
late. My arm rifled the ball hard. "Out!" I
heard, but I didn't see any of it; I was
already looking down towards the sandgrey dust.
When I did look up, the batter had
his head back down like he always
did. I remember feeling a little bit dizzy. The game resumed, and our lives were never
to intersect again. But what if he had made it? I know now, just as I knew back then,
when his eyes flashed back to his mother, that the hit would have made his face shine
bright as that day's sun. She'd have been going crazy, whooping like mad behind that
chain-link fence--if it would've held her! That day that player would have made it to
first base. I know just as sure as his bat was dragging in the sand that he would have
remembered that one hit for a very long time.
I threw that player out and nothing in the world changed for him. Does he
remember that particular out? Probably not. I do. I remember it. I remember it
because I owed that batter something: a gift. I owed him a gift that would have let that
player say, "I did it! I mean something!" A silent offering from a have to a have not.
Life throws us curve balls, knuckle balls and sliders, line drives, pop flies ... and
occasionally a slow-paced grounder. Maybe next time ... throw the ball over the first
baseman's head. oo
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bellyache

if i did not have this bellyache
(so round,
so weighted,
so full)
i really would go dancing,
· i cried it to god.
but he said nothing in return
only sent this little angel
for me to change his diaper
and to kiss his scrapes and bruises.

With Child
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Stoneware

The Front
See armour, worn to shield the cavity in a heaving chest,
in form of apron contouring with bodice over a
woman's housedress.
Though plaster cast is prescription for broken ribs,
no brassiere of paris gauze can hold
this mother's hurt
Like the blue-veined bosoms white from covering, she keeps
hidden a puffy face, pale but for
the pink-tipped nose.
I ache as do swollen, nursing breasts unsucked,
heavy with the love unable now
to be expressed.
Tears flow over and wet onto my cheeks
as would full nipples leak and drip onto a
mother's blouse and stain.
Tamper not with this guard of old
less now one stand inclined to hear a
mother scream her pain.
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Learning to Float
I am sitting across the table from a
heavily bearded man with a crooked nose. He
is talking at me slowly, carefully, creating
spaces between his sentences so he can read

my face. I stare at him blankly. He is saying that I have to commit my
life to God. I ought to join the church, his church. He repeats it over
and over--make a commitment, commit your life to God, commitment
is important. He pauses, realizing that I am more enthralled with my
fingernails than with his words. He goes on and talks about doubt. He
says doubt is a good thing, but I should try to get past it. I cannot throw
the baby out with the bathwater. I laugh, recross my legs, and stare at
him again. He looks at me for a sign--any sign would relieve him. I
sigh.
"Do you see?"
'"See what? What do you want me to see?"
"You need God, salvation."
"Oh... no, I'm sorry, I don't think I do."
I am young. I want freedom, not oppression. I want the choice
to walk out and abandon ideas and situations that I no longer want. I
don't need some God. I definitely do not need a church.
******

Kierkegaard views life's journey in the context of three stages:
the aesthetic, the ethical, and the religious. In Either/Or II, he
discusses the transistion from the aesthetic to the ethical. The person
in the aesthetic stage wants freedom from commitment. She primarily
seeks pleasure. The ethical person wishes to live committed to
goodness. In the transition from the unethical (aesthetic) to the ethical,
Kierkegaard thinks there is a moment of despair, the either/ or that
stems from recognizing that the aesthetic life will never offer
happiness. One must choose this despair in order to come into the
ethical. One must simultaneously connect and disconnect with
identity and history to find the freedom, the true freedom, which the
ethical life offers.
In choosing despair, the human spirit expresses its need to
reach a higher ground where it can find eternal validity. Until the
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Sickened by the Though1

spirit is liberated from the finitude of the aesthete's life, it will remain
deflated and frustrated. Only when we are in such a quandary do we
encounter the either/ or moment. If we choose to ignore the moment, it is
not forever lost beyond our grasp; it will occur again and again until we
choose the ethical. The moment keeps recurring because deep despair is
never too far beneath the surface, scratching and tickling our conscience.
The either/ or arises in our lives more often than we expect.
Once we surrender to despair, that is, accept and work through it,
we have made the first leap into the ethical. This is the choice
Kierkegaard speaks of--the choice to despair in order to be free from the
confines of finiteness, particularity, and isolation. Through pain and
suffering, we can come to terms with our identities as human beings.
Despair drives us back to an inner god who dwells in the soul, serving as a
conduit through which the whole of human history can be linked to our
own existence and identity This connection is not established in one
sophisticated move. It is a process of unfolding the layers of meaning in
our lives. Despair dismantles the alienating fences that surround us; once
these are removed we can enjoy life in a purer light within the context of
human experience.
******

I am sitting in church reciting the liturgy I drink communion
wine. I listen to the sermon. I sing the hymns. All this is a ritual, the
tradition I was raised to believe in, and because of this I attend church. At
times, I hear the words, the message of God, and feel affirmed. Sometimes
the message evaporates before it reaches me.
******

Woodcut

Kierkegaard's moment of choice "gives a person's being solemnity,
a quiet dignity that is never lost." I've searched my history for the
moment, and I have come out scratching my head. I've found not only one,
but a few dim flashes of the either/ or, each one hurling me further into
my search for God, connection and identity Unlike Kierkegaard's
aesthete, I have not avoided making the choice for the ethical--it haunts
me because once I choose it, I need to keep choosing.
In my experience, the moment of choice, the either/ or, has not
been as brilliant as a lightning storm illuminating a violet-blue sky It has
been a series of moments which flicker on and off in my process of
becoming. I find myself yearning for an existence which is part of the
human fabric. The move to the ethical requires a comprehension of this
need for connection to many different entities. It is done in a series of
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moments which culminate in an epiphany of one's self.
The connection itself requires a process of accepting and claiming pain and
suffering through repentance. "He repents himself back into himself, back into the
family, back into the race, until he finds himself in God. Only on this condition can
he choose himself." In Kierkegaard's moment, we choose to admit our guilt and
repent; we choose to love and be part of the human family; we choose to be free from
the earthly chains which keep us from seeing eternity. The choice to choose one's
eternal validity is a process of unfolding and becoming.
-,-~--1--1--1--~

It was the first letter I had received from my father. I was all at once curious
and excited to read it. I was eighteen, working in California. It was the first time I
had left home and I was terribly homesick. I ripped the envelope open and read.
"Dear Audrey,
How are you? I hope you are taking good care of
yourself. Eat well and sleep enough. Do not forget
to go to church. Do not neglect God. Pray. Read
your Bible every morning so as to make sure you
don't forget him. Remember to place your trust in
God."

The letter continued, but the opening paragraph held my attention. I sat
down and cried because this God my father wrote of had not befriended me. In the
few months I had been living here, I had felt the absence of God. I was lonesome for
a God who I could claim as mine. I felt the need for a God, but I could not get a
connection. I sought God and he hid.
"Dear Dad,
About God and the church - I feel better if I stay
away from church. I feel alienated there. I want
to love the God you know, but it is not happening.
I am not sure why. I am lonely not for comraderie,
but for the presence of something more, maybe
God. It is an empty feeling to not have a respite
such as the church...."

Since then this conversation has continued, bringing into it both the voices of
other people who are struggling as I am, and those who are close to God. This is an
instance of what I described as the dim flashes of the either/ or. In the space of two
years, I became aware of the absence of God in my life, and my yearning for one. I
wanted to know a personal God, one with whom I could converse and find peace.
Without this God, I felt alone and aimless.
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******

The moment I choose to step forward as a guiltridden person and repent is the moment I feel freedom.
Kierkegaard describes this choice as a process of carrying
out the despair, but it is also the beginning of the end of a
struggle. To connect with humanity and to God, releases me
from isolation. I can lean on another, and she on me. True
freedom is realizing that I am responsible for another human
being and vice versa. There is a buoyancy in life which
keeps us afloat, relieving us of the burden of bearing all the
pain alone.
Kierkegaard emphasizes the darker aspect of the
transition to the ethical. He stresses that the individual
must make the choice alone. He describes a world,which is
perverted throughout. It is undeniably true that despair
drives us to the bare truth that our lives are void of any
meaning without eternal validity. However, what is present
alongside despair is grace. It seems that Kierkegaard has
neglected to include the necessity of looking at our
existence and surroundings as good. There is a tension
which necessitates the transition, the one between seeing
one's existence as a black hole and claiming the goodness of
nature which goads us along our search. We need to see that
this world is rife with goodness as we seek to integrate
ourselves with it Otherwise, we would sink from
exhaustion.
The transition from the aesthetic to the ethical life
stage is not simple. It requires a balancing act of claiming
one's self absolutely and rejecting one's self And this choice
is a personal choice: only the person deliberating it can
choose, only she will be profoundly changed and moved by
it. Yet by choosing the ethical, one feels freedom and love
among the human family which had been absent. The
choice is a conscientious effort to work through periods of
doubt, loneliness, and cynicism without losing faith in god,
humanity, and one's self
00
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Untitled

to all the men in my life
your voice slices
into the womb of my universe
as icy as
the steel i rejected long ago when i
looked into your baby blue eyes
and said no
you cannot abort my soul
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HARRY STOUT ON HISTORY

Professor Harry Stout, a Calvin graduate, arrived at Kent
State in 1971 to begin his graduate studies amid the turmoil
created by the presence of the National Guard. Despite the
tanks, he completed his Ph.D. in 1974 in Colonial History,
focusing on the Puritans. His future was most shaped by
the influence of one teacher and one text; the teacher was
George Marsden and the book was Perry Miller s Errand
Into the Wilderness. These influences guided his academic
career for the next twenty years. His works include The
New England Soul, a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize, and The Divine Dramatist, a biography of George
Whitefield, also nominated for the Pulitzer Prize. He presently teaches at Yale University where he is
the Jonathan Edwards Professor of American Christianity, among other honors. Professor Stout taught
at Calvin this past Interim, and spoke with Kyle Farley in late January.
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What was the story that you saw in the Am,erican
past that needed to be told?
I was obsessed with what Perry Miller called the meaning of
America. What did it mean to Americans to be American; is
there something unique in every national identification, in
every nation s self identity? What was unique about America
and what were its sources? Unlike Perry Miller, who was an
atheist, I pursued that meaning of America and the Puritans as
a Christian. But, unlike some Christians, I did not accept the
Puritan rhetoric at face value; I did not accept the idea that
was so powerful for the Puritans, that America was a unique nation unlike any other in the world, a
new Israel. I could trace America s identity as a redeemer nation to that rhetoric, but I didn't personally
believe it. My sense of Christianity is much more global, much more multicultural and multinational.
1
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Does that paradigm, ofAnierica as a redeemer nation really work for America as a whole, or
just for New England?
Well, that is a bone of contention among historians. I was very careful to title my book The New
England Soul rather than The American Soul, and to make very clear that I was talking about one
region. By the same token, I think that New England s influence on early America was
disproportionate to their numbers and that New England, more than any other region, carved out a
1

myth of America as a redeemer nation. They spread it in the Midwest, they
spread it to the frontier. They wrote the first history books, and in that sense
had a monopoly on the way American history would be thought about and
read. So while it was only one region, it was a very powerful region.

In your introduction to The New England Soul, you claim, the New
England sennons' "topical range and social influence were so
powe1ful in shaping cultural values, meanings and a sense of
corporate purpose that even television pales in comparison." This is
a strong contention. Can you expound on this?

To maintain the
idea of
Calvinism is to
makeyour
intellect and

your piety
Well, the sheer exposure of Puritans to sermons and devotional literature
compares to contemporary Americans' exposure to television. It is quite
mutually
possible, if we believe the statistics, that Americans today watch more
television than Puritans listened to sermons. What led me to that claim was
reinforcing
not so much the frequency of attendance to either television or sermons, but
the fact that the sermons had no rivals; there were no alternatives speakers or
instead of
messages. As powerful as television is, it still competes with sermons,
churches, colleges, schools, literature, all with very different messages.
antagonistic
Television would have us believe a fantasy life, dictated by Madison Avenue,
but they don't have the field to themselves. We live in a pluralistic culture.
And that means many different voices with many different truths. In Puritan New England, there is
only one voice, there is only one truth. And so in that sense the influence of sermons was closer to the
television in George Orwell's 1984, where it was ubiquitous and there were no other voices allowed.
Is Puritanism, still with us? [Historian] Bernard Bailyn posits that we carried the
Puritan ethic through the American Revolution but left behind the ideology. Do you agree?
There is certainly such a thing as the Puritan work ethic as it evolved in the ways that the Max Weber
talked about it. The ghosts of the Puritans die hard. Puritanism as a secularized philosophy oflife that
places a premium on America and America's role in the world as a beacon or a thousand points oflight,
or whatever, certainly lives on. Puritanism as a religion that tried to bring together intellect and
passion, piety and intellect, and hold the two in tension, lives on in very isolated quarters. Calvin
College is one such place. As you look at the community at Calvin, you see on one hand that there is a
powerful commitment to mind and intellect and learning the liberal arts curriculum; while on the
other hand there is a deep attempt to maintain a character of piety. And to maintain the idea of
Calvinsim is to make your intellect and piety mutually reinforcing instead of mutually antagonistic.

This is similar to what George Marsden said in his January Series lecture,
What can Calvin, in the sense that it is carrying on that Puritan tradition, learn from, the
road the Puritans took?
They need to learn that the balance is very fragile and it can easily be lost; it's the responsibility of
faculty, administration and students, all of them, to realize that they cannot take for granted what they
have. IfMarsden's work shows anything, it is how easily schools historically have drifted towards one
stream or the other and have lost that creative tension. The same can happen to Calvin; it could happen
very easily.. In Puritanism, you see something that was powerful, but did not last. And if you want it to
last at Calvin, you have to very self-consciously protect that tension or dialectic.

Do you see Calvin swaying to either of these sides?
Not in any decisive way. I see a pious wing of the college very concerned about the life of the mind and
where it's taking the college and what the possible consequences of this are. I also see the concerns
about anti-intellectualism, or a fear of pursuing knowledge and a fear of where that search is going to
lead. But the significant thing so far is that these sides have been able to talk to one another. There is a
huge difference between creative debate--even vociferous debate--and divorce. And what I see at
Calvin is very much a marriage of both piety and intellect, but one where there is a lot of bickering.
There is a lot of fighting, just like in any household, but there is no divorce.

What about the question of the responsibility of the historian.
For example, your nwst recent book, The Divine Draniatist,
was criticized for dwelling on the nwre human or negative
side of George Whitefield. Your response is firstly that "there
is no shortage of biographies detailing Whitefield's piety and
Calvinist theology," and secondly that, "Christians were not
the priniary intended audience." Regarding the first, what do
you see as the responsibility ofa historian? Do you see truth
as the paranwunt goal?
Sure. Truth, accuracy, honoring evidence wherever it takes you,
without going into questions with preconceived ideas about where you
should wind up, these are all important to me as a historian. When I
looked at George Whitefield, I saw somebody who was both
profoundly religious and profoundly entrepreneurial. It was
important to me to bring both of those dimensions to bear, to create a
believable Whitefield. The responsibility of the historian is on the one
hand to capture the religious dimension that is so important to life, and
at the same time to see it warts and all.

There is a huge
difference
between
creative
debate--even
vociferous
debate--and
divorce.
What I see at
Calvin is veiy
mucha
marriage.
There is a lot of
bickering,
but no divorce.

Since the warts were ignored by previous scholarship, did you see the need to balance your
scholarship with that of the past?
I did see a need. But I do not see talking about Whitefield as an entrepreneur as being simply negative.
I found it to be quite a fascinating story, in its own way consistent with my notions of what the
Christian Gospel represents--there are no tools or media that are intrinsically wrong. What makes
them wrong is the way they are abused. So when Whitefield was manipulating a media when he was
experimenting with dramatic techniques of presentation, that makes him a pretty human guy. I do not
see that as necessarily discounting a) the role of the Holy Spirit in history, which as a Christian I accept,
orb) making him into a dishonorable man. Whitefield quite artistically and dramatically re-presented
the Gospel story. He did it in the manner of an actor. Now my critics say that this implies that he was a
charlatan; that he was merely acting; that he did not believe what he was saying, but did this because it
had an effect. That does not follow from my biography. He believed profoundly in the Gospel that he
re-presented and I claim as much, but then I go on to tell the story about the showman who's life was
not fully presented for the innovations that it contained.

In The Divine Dramatist, you portray Whitefield as an actor and in sonie sense we can
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see him as the precursor of the tele-evangelism that we see today. Do you see that link?
There is a link to tele-evangelism. I see that there is good and bad in tele-evangelism; that is true of
any media. Were Whitefield alive today, I have no doubt that he would have used television.

Do you see any redemptive quality left in tele-evangelism?
Sure. I'm not willing to dismiss all tele-evangelism. Religious broadcasting is almost as old as
television itself in America and it has its origins with what we call liberal Protestantism in the 1950s
and 60s. Christians have always exploited technology. They've never been anti-intellectual in the
sense that they are resistant to new technology, and television is no exception. This is true going back
to the Protestants' eager use of the printing press to mass produce Bibles. The Catholic church
thought that it could lead to every man and every women being their own theologian and the utter
dishonor of the church, so they said do not use it. But you're not going to stop it from being used. The
same is true of television; it's a non-question to say, "Should it not be
used?" It seems to me that when it is used, like every other technology,
it will be for redemptive purposes and for fraudulent purposes.
Christians have
Also, tele-evangelism serves essentially as a para-church. It
can either exist to reinforce local churches, or in competition with
always exploited
them. To the extent that it exists in competition, there is deep cause
for concern, because it denies the life of the local body and the local
technology.
community. It creates an artificial world in which people can think
that they are getting their religion from an electronic tube. I think
They've never
you can only find that in community, which has to be face to face and
person to person. To the extent, though, that the electronic church
been' resistant
urges people not to rest content with that medium, but to attach
themselves to local congregations, it can serve a purpose. I say that as
to new technology, one who personally has virtually no interest in watching it.

and television is
no exeption.

You're currently working on the role ofreligion in the Civil
War. What are you finding?

I'm finding that religion played a much more central role than has
been appreciated by historians. The Civil War has attracted hardly
any interest as a religious event. There are more books written on the Civil War than on any other
subject of American History. It is very curious that there is not one book on the market that looks
comprehensively at the overall role ofreligion for the North, the South, and the Afro-American
community. It is this comprehensive survey that I hope to complete in the next four or five years.

Often when a historian has discovered something "new,"they uphold it as paramount. Now
that you have come across one such area, how do you plan to place religion's role in the Civil
War in its proper context, when there are no predecessors to respond to?
There is always that tendency on the historian's part, and I am certainly no exception to that. The
temptation to overplay your hand is great and I am often victim to that; it is in the nature ofmy
personality and the method of working as a historian, to push claims to their farthest extremity, to the
point where the contradictions and the excesses become apparent and then back away. It is very
important to have good critics of your works who can reign you in and pull you back I am often
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tempted to claim everything for what I happen to be working with.

With the Civil War, is this the first time that you have stepped outside the 18th
century?
It is, and that goes back to a self-conscious decision that I had to make after the Whitefield biography-whether I was going to, in effect, give up my identity as a colonial American historian and take on an
identity as an American religious historian who moves out of the colonial era. I made that decision and
rve never regretted it. It is invigorating for a scholar to invent a career in a new field and have to relearn, almost like a graduate student again. It gives me new life and I am much to young to rest content
with the work that I did; I am afraid that, had I stayed in the colonial period, I would have stagnated. It
gets too easy.

What do you see as the pros and cons ofdebunking Anierican mythology?

A highly romanticized view of the past can get you into great
trouble. It can make you feel as though your predecessors have
done no wrong, and it can then perpetuate some very
great evils--materialism, racism, sexism..
The cons can come if debunking leads to cynicism about the American past and about ideals of all sorts.
It's very important when debunking, to separate the ideals from the ways in which people fell short.
On the other hand ifs equally devastating to have a highly romanticized sense of the past because that
can get you into great trouble. It can make you feel as though you can do no wrong, as though your
predecessors have done no wrong, and it can then perpetuate some very great evils--materialism,
racism, sexism. So it is very important to reign in America's pretensions to brag without dismissing all
ideals and values as illusion and counterfeit.

The current phase ofrevisionist history, focussing on voices that have not been heard, is
a reaction to the history not written in the past. Do you see any perils in this mode of history?
.Insofar as the social history has resurrected the importance of ordinary men and women and has
ennobled them as the real makers of America, it has done very well. Insofar as the new social history is
concerned with broad impersonal forces of demography, economics, gender, race or class, it can lead to
a distorted image of history where individual lives are no longer decisive and everything is dictated by
impersonal forces. And that is a great tragedy that discourages people from being shapers of history.
There has to be room for elites as long as you can understand that term in a non-elitist way; that is, there
are people who have made a difference, and it is a betrayal of history to ignore those lives. oo
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February 21, 1995

An Open Letter to the Calvin Community:
It is with deep dismay, but also with great hope, that I address you, students, faculty, and
staff, during this difficult, difficult time.
Last spring, Calvin's Job Transportation Service contracted a local dealership to equip us
with a new fleet of cars, cars whose purpose it is to serve our students' needs, and through them,
the needs of the greater Calvin community. These cars have effectively and tirelessly labored
to raise driver morale and to augment )TS efficiency. However, it has recently come to the
attention of the administration that members of our student body have felt hurt and yes, even
betrayed, by the choice of the color red for the vehicles. These students have petitioned that
such bold crimson may be misinterpreted as an elaborate metaphor for the fallen worldview of
communism. This raises concern for our own internal unity, as well as for the impeccable
standards that we represent to the community at large.
These are valid concerns and must be pondered with as much thoughtful consideration
as every member of this community deserves. As a liberal arts institution commited to
Reformed Calvinism, Calvin College does not shy away from such dissent. Academic freedom
requires us to hold up the issues at hand for rigorous analysis, asking ourselves, What does the
Bible say about redness?", "Will rust and wear eventually alter the color of the paint? If so,
how?", and most importantly, "How can we use these cars as vehicles of transformation?" We
must view this event as an opportunity to be a paradigm for Christian problem-solving, as we
apply our unique worldview in the formula that, without fail, yields the true answer. We must
be vigilant in our pursuit of a just solution, while being sensitive to the needs and demands of
all of the wonderfully diverse components of this body.
Be assured, an ad hoc committee has been formed to conduct a study of the effects of the
ramifications of this accusation of cardinal sin. The committee will release their findings long
after this issue has been forgotten, at which time, the study will be dismissed as hopelessly outdated.
In the interim, let us embrace this challenging time of debate as a blessing, a time for
Calvin College to foster and encourage responsible Christian dialogue, seeking never to
divide, but always to engender unity at all costs.
Thank you all, every last one of you, for each individual act that serves to quicken the day
when the kingdom arrives and the goals of this college will be fully realized.
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